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MARCH 16 -Springfest, small turnout, big fun ! Some members were busy with other
items on their schedules and many thought that the field might be one big mud mess.
Never the less, those that showed up had a great time. Thanks to our field having a
significant slope the standing water that was in so many surrounding fields did not pose
a big problem.
Robin Smith had a perfect flight with a Mad Cow BatRay named “the Joker” on a H42
reaching 3276' for her Level 1 certification. Later in the day she flew a Binder Dragonfly
on an H152 carrying a digital video camera. Robin's rockets are absolutely beautiful.
Congratulations Robin !
Robin's husband Brad flew his Screech on a J720 exceeding Mach 1 and reaching almost
8000'. He trailed out his BIG Minion rocket and intended to fly it on a K motor, but after
it was loaded onto its rail the starter for the motor was found to be damaged and so the
flight was scrubbed. Bummer !
Marvin Applegate had some nice flights throughout the day but also had some tough
luck. His Estes G40 (Aerotech) had a big cato, and an Estes E12 failed to ignite the
ejection charge resulting in another damaged model.
Duane Lanterman had fun mostly with Estes E and F motors and Keith Ravenstein
directed the activities. All in all we had a good day out at the field and ended again with
some good food in Ellinwood.

Illustration 2: Robin's Binder Dragonfly

Illustration 1: Robin's Joker (aka BatRay)

Illustration 2: Duane readies one of his F Illustration 3: Brad's Screech before
warping into the Mach Zone and 8000"
powered Estes models

Illustration 1: One of Marvin's
successful flights

More Springfest

Illustration 4: One of Marvin's models suffered a big
ca-boom on a G40

Illustration 6: The crew and big Minion

Illustration 5: Robin's models are
works of art !

NARCON 2019 (and some side trips)
As told by John Palmer, KOSMOnaut
It started on a cold winter morning in Joplin Missouri. The runway was iced
over so our first flight was canceled. We waited and the next three flights
were also canceled so we took the option of traveling to NW Arkansas
airport. We finally made it to our hotel room around 2 am Friday morning.
We then woke up early Friday and went to Universal studios Theme Park and
had a wonderful time visiting Diagon Alley. One of my daughters is a big
Harry Potter fan. I really enjoyed watching people of all ages dress up in
costumes. After a fun day at the park I was going to attend the NARCON
reception at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex but got there a little
late as I was caught up in all the traffic of the SpaceX launch and had to
turn around. When I got back to the hotel my daughters suggested we go
explore sites to watch the launch and we were able to find an excellent
viewing area. So at 2 am we headed back out to watch the launch of the
Dragon capsule. It was well worth losing the sleep; all four of us enjoyed
the launch. We saw the lift off and a great example of the difference
between the speed of light vs the speed of sound. What was cool was to
watch the reentry burn as the first stage booster came in for a landing on a
barge in the ocean. We lost sight of the booster as it crossed the tree line,
still very exciting.
Saturday was the start of NARCON and as I went down for breakfast I was
able to meet up with Steve Cox from St. Louis who I had met a few years
ago. Steve volunteered to drive me over to NARCON which enabled my
family to sleep in. They appreciated it ! Steve and I registered and went to
our first session. Chris Michielssen held a class on paper shrouds. Since I
do a lot of those I was very interested in what he had to say and he did not
disappoint me. He showed us how to roll shrouds in your hand with a dowel
rod; he also brought props for us to practice with. Part of his presentation
included playing the theme to Disney on a saw. It was entertaining. My next
class was on scale modeling with the team from World Championships. They
showed me how to better build my Saturn V multistage rocket. Some of
their technology is very similar to what I developed but with a few twist. If I
have time I will build a 3 stage using their technology. My third class was on
the history of the Cape, lots of history from France to Britain to Spain to the

US. We broke for lunch and we had a Q&A with some pad people from the
early days of the space race. One of the gentlemen was in charge of the
Apollo command service module on the pad. Part of the job was to fill the
tanks on the pad. On one mission the LOX tanks would not empty out after
a ground test so they decided to turn the heaters on to burn off the extra
oxygen. This was Apollo 13 and you know what happened later in the flight.
After lunch was a session on photo reconnaissance which talked about the
early years of spy satellites. He had some old pictures and talked how an
airplane would pluck the film capsule out of the sky as it was descending.
The next session was on lunar descent trajectory. This class dealt with
problems of landing on the moon. Most all the missions had issues when
landing: radar, fuel and visibly were just a few of the issues astronauts had
to deal with. The last class of the day was on “what were they thinking ?”.
This class talked about the mistakes the rocket scientist make. Like when
the Mars Observer crashed into Mars because one group was using metric
and the other was using standard measurements. We also discussed the
Challenger. He also talked about programs that got all the way to production
and then the government just canceled the project. After the last class we
went to dinner where 4 shuttle astronauts had a Q&A session. One of the
astronauts told us how he flew the B52 that dropped Neil Armstrong in the
X15. They all told us fun stories of their experiences in orbit and were able
to entertain us late into the night.
Sunday was tour of the Cape day. My daughter Chaun volunteered to go
with me on the tour. As we started out, our first stop was at Launch
Complex 26. This is where the first American satellite Explorer 1 was launch
from. It was also where Alan Shepard and Gus Grissom were launched
from. We toured the block house which had been turned into a museum.
Lots of cool stuff in there, one old “desktop computer” the size of a desk was
on display. They also had a display for all the women who went to space.
Out in the rocket garden there were many old and weathered rockets
including a nice Polaris missile. One of our next stops was a hanger with
restored missiles and rockets. It was nice to see these rockets restored to
their former glory. There were boiler plate Apollo and Mercury capsules and
I asked what they were used for. They told me it was for helicopter teams to
practice plucking the capsules out of the water. One of the best stops was at
Launch Complex 14. I recognized this launch site since I had the model at
one time. This is where all 4 of the Mercury Atlas missions where launch

from. The block house had once again been turned into a museum full on
fun facts. An addition feature was a platform on the roof we could climb up
and look around. You could see for miles from the roof. I took several
panoramic pictures. If you think Kansas is flat this part of Florida is flatter.
We also visited Pad 34 which is the site of the Apollo 1 fire. So much history
here. This is also the launch site for Apollo 7 , the last time the pad was
used. They have a plaque honoring the Apollo 1 astronauts. We drove by
the ULA launch complex where they were working on the WGS-10 Recon
satellite on the last Delta rocket. I watched the launch a week later on
YouTube exciting since I saw them preparing the rocket. Our final stop was
at the Sands Space History Center. Lots of models of rockets here and I got
to sit down with Carol Marple who was fascinating to talk with. They also
had a gift shop here. Imagine 80 rocketeers descending on a 8 x 12 gift
shop. The line was long. I was able to pick up a SpaceX Falcon 9 along with
assorted nick knacks.
After my daughter and I met up with my wife and other daughter we
decided to go to the Kennedy Visitor center. Since we arrived late in the day
we did not get to go on the bus tour and as a result I did not get to see the
Saturn V. The campus had many rockets on display and was nice to see.
The Saturn 1B was being refurbished so I could not get too close. The main
exhibit I wanted to see was the space shuttle Atlantis. This was an awesome
display. Since I have spent a lot of time building my on shuttle fleet this
display meant a lot to me. As you walk in you see the shuttle from the
front. Inside the main room beside the shuttle they had various displays,
some virtual reality and even a big slide which we went down. They also
had a display honoring the 14 fallen shuttle astronauts. As time ran out we
made our way to “The Largest Space Store in the World” and picked up
some more goodies. This was a wonderful trip for me. I would like to thank
my wife and daughters for going with me.
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NARCON (and side trips) in Photos
Top Left: Shuttle Atlantis Top Right: John and his family at NASA. Inset middle: John's daughter “biking with ET” at Disney.
Middle row Left: A Chinese Shenzhou model (we always have to check out the “business end) Middle row Right: Q and A
session at NARCON with Apollo Era pad workers. Bottom Left: Pad 34 abandoned in place, site of Apollo 1 and 7 Bottom right:
John Glenn's launch complex signage.
WELCOME NEW MEMBER !!
We are pleased to welcome our newest member Ian Sweetwater. Ian was selected to receive a
free one year membership in the NAR as our sponsored Junior. Along with that is a free year
membership in KOSMO. Ian expressed interest in receiving a free club rocket in anticipation that
he will pursue his Level 1 Jr. certification. Ian is the Assistant Captain of the Truesdell TARC team.

Congratulations to KOSMO vice- president Bill Lindsay
on his NAR certification as a Rocket Science Teacher !

TWO KOSMOnauts HONORED WITH LIFETIME MEMBERSHIPS

Dennis Elder and Kirk Zongker were honored at our annual meeting with lifetime KOSMO memberships.
Both these gentlemen having been dealing with long term health issues. Pictured below is Dennis
receiving his certificate from KOSMO secretary Duane Lanterman.

**********************************************************************************************************************************************************************

WASHINGTON D. C. BOUND !
There was excitement in Wichita Kansas as the TARC Team from Truesdell Middle School made the cut and
will be traveling to Washington DC on May 12 for the Finals ! Head coach is Bill Lindsay assisted by Steve
Hamous, both KOSMOnauts. Besides the competition the team is looking forward to a tour of the White
House, the Capital, and other DC sites. They also look forward to meeting our Kansas congressmen and
senator. A TARC team from Emerald City Schools in Kansas also made the finals . Great work everyone !!

KOSMO LAUNCH CALENDAR
MAY - JUNE - JULY 2019
MAY 4 – SPORT LAUNCH – HUTCHINSON, Ks. -STATE FAIR
PARKING LOT 9AM - 4PM. The parking lot at the State Fair
Grounds is our low/mid power field . We do limit flights to Class 1
rockets (generally G power max) that can reasonably be expected to
stay within the bounds of the field.
JUNE 1 AND 2 – KRAMO 39 – HUTCHINSON, Ks. - STATE FAIR
PARKING LOT – SATURDAY 2PM TO DARK – SUNDAY 8AM1PM This is the 39th annual Kansas Rocket Aero Modeler's
Open. This will be an NAR Rocketry Competition sanctioned
event, so any NRC Flights will be allowed. New this year a night
launch. Rockets with lights will be flown after dark on Saturday.
More details on this are at our clubs website. Note that regular
sport launches are allowed and encouraged both days of this
event. Even if you are not interested in the competition classes
please join us for some sport launches. Of course, once you see
how much fun competition flying is you'll want to do that too!
KRAMO 39 COMPETITIVE EVENTS
Open Sport Landing
“B” Eggloft Duration (NRC Sanctioned event)
“1/4A” Parachute Duration (NRC Sanctioned event)
“A” Boost Glider Duration (NRC Sanctioned event)
“A” Helicopter Duration
“A” KOSMO rules Rocket Drags (see explanation below)
Points awarded for first off, highest, first safely down. Only one model
may be used as you advance through the rounds. This will be the only
contest event with a scheduled time slot. We anticipate this event
taking place Sat. after 6pm. Should weather be a problem it will be
rescheduled for Sunday morning.
Fees for KRAMO - Adults $7 Youth $5 Family $15 Sports Fliers $2
We are tentatively scheduling a FREE pizza supper at the field Sat. evening.

JULY 6 – RUSH CO. 4H LAUNCH – BISON, KS. - BISON BALL
FIELD 9AM-NOON. The primary purpose of this launch is for the Rush
Co. 4-H kids to launch their 4H projects. However, KOSMO members and
anyone else in the area is welcome to come launch some rockets too.
JULY 20 - HUTCHINONS, KS. - Stay tuned for information on our
club's email list, facebook page, and our website www.kosmo427.org
about our club's participation in the 50th Anniversary of Apollo 11.
High power launches coming up in September and October.

